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Graduate Life Mastery Training Program 2 - Homework Week 3 
Chakra 3 / Spiritual Life Purpose Pt / Team Player 

 
BEFORE WEEKEND THREE 

 
Complete the following readings and preparations:  
• Your Big Why:  Listen to your Big Why recording from Year 3.  The initial portion is background which is very helpful.  The 

end is your Big Why Summary.  Meditate on your Big Why Summary and watch how it is playing out in your third chakra 
and Spiritual Life Purpose. 

• Energy Anatomy: The Science of Personal Power, Spirituality, and Health (audio), by Caroline Myss.  Listen to sections 
numbered 7-11 on CD 3. 

• Discover Your Purpose, by Rhys Thomas.  Read Chapter 9 on Team Player/People Pleaser.  
• Power of Purpose in Business, by Rhys Thomas.  Read the section in each chapter related to the Team Player. (You have 

the book now or the reading file from homework materials on the RTI Online Membership website.) 
• Healings: Review the Stress Releasing Adrenal-Endocrine Healing. Understand when to use the healing, hand placement, 

and the energy you are holding within yourself.  The Magnetic Healing will be taught at class, so print the healing sheet on 
the website’s homework page and bring it with you.   

• Daily Spiritual Practice: Practice your spiritual discipline daily. Notice how your experience evolves over time. Notice the 
difference in your daily life.    

• Print for Session 3:  Remember, print and bring to class the handouts indicated on the website’s homework page.  Also we 
highly recommend that you bring any other helpful materials like the Excessive-Deficient Chakras, Vows, etc.  

 
Looking for more? Optionally, there are a number of resources under the “Additional Resources” section of the website 
providing additional supportive materials for this weekend. Feel free to utilize them to support you going even deeper into 
the work. 
 

HOMEWORK TO SUBMIT 
 
Enlightenment Chart:  Submit your most recent Enlightenment Chart online at RhysThomasInstituteOnline.com/login/.   

Select Life Mastery Training, click on 2021 GLMT2, and select Homework.  On the Homework page, there is a box labeled Submit 
Homework to click. After you Submit chart homework, you and your teaching staff will be emailed copies for your records.   

 
Questions: Submit answers by posting your 5-10 minute video or written journal-entry to the private GLMT Facebook group*. 

1. What are three situations or people in your life where you feel stuck, blocked, need to be healed or transmuted? 
Using the principles of Epic Forgiveness how can you shift these situations to loving what is and seeing the gifts 
each as given you? (See handout in Homework Section of Student Site.)	

2. Where are your defense and your core showing up in your life? Highlight breakdowns, breakthroughs and 
significant life events.  How can you shift the defense moments into your core?	

3. What are the archetypes and primary/secondary profiles in Chakra 3 and SLP?  Now that you have your Big 
Why, do these archetypes/profiles need to be updated? Or, how do these archetypes/profiles reflect your Big 
Why?	

4. What is your goal to balance Chakra 3 and SLP if they are excessive or deficient?  How does your spiritual 
practice support this?	

 
*Homework Submission Procedure: 
The homework is due one week before class, February 12th.  This ensures that teachers will be able to give you feedback in time for 
you to integrate the ideas as preparation for class.  You will find the teacher comments very supportive as you prepare for class. If you 
are struggling or have questions about the homework, please reach out to your team of Teachers/TAs for help at any time.  If you 
need any technical assistance using the RTI Online Membership website, please send an email to our support team 
(support@rhysthomasinstitute.com). 


